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**Title:**
People of the Philippine Islands vs. Pedro A. Pacana, Isidro Adorable, and Vicente P. Castro

**Facts:**

Pedro A. Pacana, Isidro Adorable, and Vicente P. Castro, officials of the provincial board of
Misamis, faced criminal charges of falsification of public documents and estafa committed
by means of falsification.

1. **Series of Events:**

– **May 23,  1923:** The provincial  board of  Misamis,  composed of  Governor Segundo
Gaston, members Isidro Adorable and Vicente P. Castro, and secretary Pedro A. Pacana,
embarked on an inspection trip.
– **June 4, 1923:** The board held a session in Tulisan, Misamis.
– **June 9, 1923:** Alleged falsified minutes indicated a session purportedly held on this
date.
– **June 16, 1923:** Another set of falsified minutes indicated a session on this date.
– **June 18, 1923:** The board returned to Cagayan, Misamis.
– **June 19-21, 1923:** The board was busy with arrivals and departures of high-ranking
officials and hosting events.

2. **Procedural Posture:**

– **Chief Clerk’s Observations:** Exhibits C and D (allegedly falsified documents) were seen
in Pacana’s office on June 18, 1923.
– **District Auditor’s Involvement:** The minutes were copied and processed by the district
auditor’s staff on June 19, 1923.
– **Prosecution’s Theory:** The documents were prepared by Pacana with the connivance of
the provincial board members to facilitate illegal expenditures and collection of fictitious
per diems.
– **Defense’s Argument:** Errors were due to carelessness and heavy workload on Pacana,
exacerbated by overlapping official engagements and misunderstanding during examination
by the district auditor.

**Issues:**

The Supreme Court identified the following issues:
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1. Whether there was an intentional falsification of public documents by the accused.
2. Whether the crime of estafa by means of falsification was committed due to the incorrect
minutes.
3. The existence of fraudulent per diem claims for non-existent meetings.
4. Whether these actions were intentional or merely grossly negligent.

**Court’s Decision:**

The Court acquitted all accused for the following reasons:

1. **Falsification of Documents:**

– The Court noted that the alleged falsifications included impossible dates and subjects only
available after the alleged meeting dates.
–  Despite  these  inconsistencies,  the  defense  of  heavy  workload and human error  was
credible.
– Intentional and deliberate falsification required for criminal liability was not conclusively
proven.

2. **Estafa:**

– The claims for per diems were based on meetings that were administratively corrected
before criminal charges were filed.
– The Court did not see significant pecuniary motive, considering the possibility of legal per
diem claims through actual meetings.

The Court found that what transpired constituted gross negligence, not criminal intent.

**Doctrine:**

1. **Mens Rea Principle:**
– For criminal liability, both an unlawful act and criminal intent (mens rea) must be present.
(Actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea).

2. **Negligence Equating to Criminal Intent:**
–  Simply  proving  carelessness  or  negligence  does  not  suffice  for  criminal  liability  in
falsification of documents unless it equals criminal intent.

3. **Reasonable Doubt Standard:**
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–  If  evidence  can  be  interpreted  in  multiple  ways,  with  one  interpretation  indicating
innocence, it does not meet the moral certainty standard required for conviction.

**Class Notes:**

1. **Falsification of Public Documents:**
– Key Element: Intentional alteration of public records or documents.
– Relevant Provision: Art. 171 of the Revised Penal Code (RPC).

2. **Estafa by Means of Falsification:**
– Key Elements: Use of falsified documents to defraud another for pecuniary gain.
– Relevant Provisions: Art. 315 in relation to Art. 171 of the RPC.

3. **Negligence and Criminal Liability:**
– Distinguished between simple carelessness and gross negligence equating to imprudence.
(Art. 365 RPC).

**Historical Background:**

In the 1920s, the Philippine government was transitioning under American colonial rule,
emphasizing  adherence  to  administrative  processes.  This  case  highlights  the  tension
between emerging bureaucratic procedures and traditional local governance, underscored
by inherent administrative challenges. The decision reflects the Supreme Court’s cautious
approach towards convicting public officials absent clear malicious intent, demonstrating an
early instance of balancing administrative errors against criminal liability.


